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But one cares about Billy Joe, though her love and her grief are not uttered in the songbut here at
Songfacts, it's referred to as "Ode to Billie Joe." There is nothing in the song that specifically
indicates the sex of Billy Joe (or is it Billie Joe)Tex addlibs with chatty comments like "more soulfood"
whilst remaining painfulBy irreversible lossThe father had said he lacked common senseRetrieved
2016-10-01In the rural south whites and blacks did not attend the same churchesI heard it a couple
of years ago and haven't heard it since

* * * Incidentally, Shallow End of the Gene Pool was written and originally recorded by Emily Kaitz,
without the last line referring to the Tallahatchie BridgeDoes anyone know anything about the
original--like where I could find the original, uncut lyrics (or even better, know of a bootleg or
something with the uncut version)? JeremyCB View Public Profile Find all posts by JeremyCB
Advertisements #2 12-23-2000, 01:00 AM tomndebb Mod Rocker Moderator Join Date: Mar 1999
Location: N E Ohio Posts: 40,185 There may be an acoustic version that runs seven minutesAlso we
collected some tips and tricks for you: Don't write just "I love this song." Hidden between the lines,
words and thoughts sometimes hold many different not yet explained meanings Remember: your
meaning might be valuable for someone Don't post links to images and links to facts Write correctly
Don't spam and write clearly off-topic meanings Don't write abusive, vulgar, offensive, racist,
threatening or harassing meanings Do not post anything that you do not have the right to post
Please note: We moderate every meaningFollow these rules and your meaning will be publishedIn
this one, the narrator is a young man, and the suicide is a girl called Marie-Jeanne^ Bobbie Gentry
artist biography at CountryPolitan.com, now offlineIt was a great song

Very class-consciousTossing him off the bridge symbolizes throwing away her childhood, becoming a
self-contained adult***stpauler View Public Profile Find all posts by stpauler 9 January 1969^ "Top
100 Hits of 1967/Top 100 Songs of 1967"[The same reader also wrote a fictional ending to the song,
which you can read here] ***Being a Gay man myself, I must admit to being rather nonplussed at the
notion of a beautiful and haunting song ultimately reinforcing the notion that all Gay people are
doomed to a life of self-destructive despair.Paul - Washington Dc, DcThe solution to the mystery is IN
THE SONGOde To Billie Joe is simply about a young girl's shock at encountering mortality
3b93dbd243
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